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The Bipolar/FET characteristics of the 2DEG-HBT is extensively analyzed by using the two-
dimensional nunerieal simulator based on a drift-diffusion model. For the emitter size of
1 x 10 ttrn', the undoped colleetor thickness of 150 nm, and the collector current density
Jc (10' Afcn"), the hieh cutoff frequency fr ( 88 GHz) and the current gain hre (760 ) are
demonstrated. lloreover, the burried Si0, structure for reducing the extrinsic base-collec-
tor capacitance CbcEXr shows the extremely hish cutoff frequency fr (tOO GHz) and maximum

oseillation frequeney f.a" (103 GHz) for the bipolar mode. The optimization of the epita-
xial layer structures shows the tradeoffs for the design of a better performance FET ( e.e.
Gm = 235 mS/rnm and fr = 19 GHz ) without sacrificing the bipolar function.

I . Introduetion

The 2DEG-HBT ( Two-Dimensional Eleetron Gas

Base Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor ) t1l is

a netr functional device, d' bitransistor' ' oper-

ating as both a bipolar transistor and a FET.

The 2DEG at the AlGaAs/GaAs'het,erointerface acts

as either the base of a PNp bipolar transistor

or the n-channel of a 2DEG-FET 121.

The schematie cross-section and the energy

band diagram of the 2DEG-HBT are shown in Fig. l
(a) and (b). The outstanding properties t1l of

t,he 2DEG-HBT are summarized as follows:

1. Enhanced bipolar performance due to

(a) neslieible base transit time of holes

due to thin (- 10 nm ) 2DEG base

without neutral region,

(b) very low base resistanee rur' due to

hieh electron mobility, especially at

Iow temperature (77 K),

2. natural monolithie integration of 2DEG-FET

and PNp-llBT,

3. bifunctional operation of Bipolar/FET as

4 terminal devices.

However, these discussions were based on a

simple analytical modeling of 2DEG-HBTs. In this

contribution the above advantage wilI be clearly
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demonstrated by using the two-dimensional simu-

lator for heterostrueture devices [3], which has

been successfully applied to the deviee analysis
of HEMTs t4l. [{e also demonstrates that it oper-
ates sinrultaneously as a high-performance pNp

HBT and a junction gate 2DEG-FET bv the same

deviee structure.
Finally we eonennt on the bifunctional opera-

tion, i.e. the simultaneous bipolar and FET ae-

tions. [,le also report on the present s tatus of
the device fabrication.

Two-dimensional Numerical Simulation

A. Simulated device struetures

The 2DEG-HBT structure modeled in this work

is shown in Fie.2. In this work, one of the main

concerns is the bipolar/FET eharacteristics by

the same strueture so that the source electrode

and the drain eleetrode act also as the two base

electrodes. The simulated emitter (gate) size
is fixed at 1 pm x 10 &n. t{e have defined the

eentral value'of material parameters for the

simulated 2DEG-HBT structure, as specified in
Table I .

For the sake of eomparison, the reference pnp



HBT is deseribed with the heip of FiS.2 and

Table I ; the intrinsie base is n-GaAs (30 nm,

3x10" em-') and the Iishtly doped collector
consists of layer VI (40 nm,10'ucm-') and layer

W (400 nm, 10"cm-' ). The other device parame-

ters are the same with the central values. To

clarify the role of the extrinsic base-eolleetor

capaeitance CbeExr, an embedded Si0, strueture

is defined by replacing the extrinsic part of

the eollector layers VII-W (Fis.2) by Si0,.

B. Device characteristics

The current gain hre versus eolleetor current

density Jc with the life time r as a parameter

is shown in Fig.3, in which the hole and elec-

tron lifetimes were assuned to be equal ( r = |

ns) for SRH type recombination. The colleetor

and base currents' ideality faetors are 1.1 and

1.7, respectively. Therefore eleetron-hole re-

combination, rather than electron iniection into

the emitter, dominates the base current of Pnp

(2DEG-)HBTs. To eonfirn the inportance of the

recombination, the 2DEG-HBT eharacteristics viere

also conputed vrith an artifieially long carrier
lifetime ( c =10' s) in all layers.

The earrier coneentration profiles are shown

in Fig. 4 for the same collector eurrent density.

In contrast with the Pnp HBT, the 2DEG-HBT has

no neutral base and the metallurgical base re-
gion is conpletely depleted of carriers.

Figure 5 plots the cutoff frequency fr
against the collector current density Jc for the

2DEG-HBT and the Pnp HBT. The maximum cutoff
frequeneies are 88 GHz at Jc=4X10n Alen' for
the 2DEG-HBT, and 160 GHz for the 2DEG-HBT with

the emdedded Si0, structure.
The 2DEG-HBT achieves its ninimum delay time

at the high current density of 4x10n A/em'. In

this case, the 1.8 ps eomputed delay time in FiS.

5 consists of the intrinsic base-emitter delay

tine :"uernt(=0.3 ps), the intrinsic base-

colleetor delay time ? rclnt(=0.75 ps), and the

extrinsie delay time rexl(=0.75 ps).

The cutoff frequeney fr is determined mainly

by the collector transit time of holes and the

charging time of the extrinsic base-collector

capaeitance CbcEXr.

From a simple estimation of the base resis-

tance rbb' as 20 f), the maximum oscillation
frequency f.ax cdrr be estimated to be 103 GHz

for the Si0, embedded strueture.

C. Influence of the device parameters

We show one of the examples of the hne-Jc

characteristics of the bipolar mode with the

n-AlGaAs doping Ievel Ne as a parameter in Fis.6.

At low doping levels, the hre appears to be as

high as 10u for a small emitter-base forward

bias. This phenomenon is aecompanied by a Iarge

eollector current showing an ideality factor of

around 15. In this condition the device could be

described as a punch-through diode. The low dop-

ing Iimit of the metaliurgical base, n-A1GaAs,

is similar to that of devices such as the Bipo-

lar Inversion Channel FET (BICFET) [5,6] or the

Inversion Base Transistor ( iBT) 171.

D. Bifunetional operations of 2DEG-HBTs

One of the examples of the FET characteris-

tics of the 2DEG-HBT such as the transconduct-

anee Gm, the source-drain saturation current

IDss, and the cutoff frequency fr are shown in

Fis. 7 (a) and (b) with the n-AlGaAs doping

level Ne as a parameter.

For a large applied gate voltage (Vc>1.9 V)

on the FET characteristics for the embedded Si0"

structure, the Gm reaches a plateau of 2.4 S/mm

shown in Fis. I (a). In this region, the source

supplies additional electrons to electrically
neutralize the large number of holes inieeted

into the heterointerface. The carrier coneentra-

tion profiles for Vc=2 V explain this situation

in Fis. 8 (b).

The bifunction operation, biasing the drain

with respect to the source, enables iniection of

electrons into the channel in excess of the

equilibrium ZDEG density. In this case' the max-

imum cutoff frequency fr is 225 GHz for eollec-
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tor eurrent densities of

stead of 160 GHz for the

2 x 10* to 10u A/cm' , in

bipolar mode.

30nm 3OOnm

n AlGaAs
3x1016 c--r

P AlGaAs
2 x lde c.-3

f GaAs
2 xlorec--3n. Discussions and Conclusions

This study has demonstrated the deviee con-

cept and the bipolar/FET operation of the 2DEG-

HBT. However, the present status of the deviee

fabrication is still primitive. The exarnple of

Gunmel plot for the base eurrent Ib (*) and the

collector current Ic (o) is shown in Fig.9. The

eurrent gain hrE is 200 for the emitter size of

50x50 &n' at the colleetor current density .Js=

4x10" Afen'. The large parasitic resistance bet-

ween the base and the collector (emiiter) pre-

vents the large current density.
However, as the 2DEG-HBT can aehieve monoli-

thie integration of PNp HBt and ZDEG-FET by rhe

same epitaxial Iayer structures, this merged

structures of2DEG-HBT are promising for future
high-speed and low-power BiCM0S-like GaAs LSIs.
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